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Majority wins the Queen’s Award of Enterprise
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Velocity Commerce, owner of Majority is delighted to announce that we have been awarded the 2021 Queen’s
Award for Enterprise in the International Trade category.

“The Award is the most prestigious for UK businesses and this is a tremendous achievement. Your business now joins just over 7,000 UK enterprises which

have received this Royal recognition since the Awards were established in 1965”

Velocity Commerce, owner of Majority is delighted to announce that we have been awarded the 2021 Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the International Trade

category.  

Since 1965, Her Royal Majesty has been celebrating the UK’s exciting and innovative businesses by honouring them with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise. The

Queen’s Award for Enterprise is awarded to businesses for outstanding achievement in four categories: International Trade, Innovation, Sustainable

Development and Promoting Opportunity (through social mobility) to recognise businesses who promote social mobility. From small businesses with a great

innovative product or service to a large corporation running an impressive social mobility programme, the awards are a prestigious way to recognise a

business’ contribution to enterprise.

Joining just over 7,000 UK enterprises, Velocity Commerce, owner of Majority, are thrilled to achieve such a high honour after managing to thrive during the

pandemic in 2020.

The Queen’s Award is a testament to the team’s creative dedication to the business, placing Velocity among the most successful companies in the country who

are pioneering to answer genuine needs. We value the hard work of all of our employees, so to celebrate our achievement and to thank our dedicated and

hardworking staff, we gifted each of our employees with an extra day off on the Queen’s birthday.
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Exclusive access.
Access exclusive offers, news and discounts by subscribing to the Majority

newsletter  
– oh, and we’ll plant a tree in your honour!
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